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Chapter 10 by Diana Marsh 

Ronni couldn't hold back her sharp gasp as Julia unveiled the contents of the bottom 

compartment. A small fortune in jewels laid in a haphazard tangle, strands of pearls wound 

around chains dusted in diamonds. There were more rings - though none of them as extravagant 

as Julia's engagement ring - and a small cache of bracelets and pins. A flash of blue and green 

near the bottom of the tangle caught her eye, and Ronni leaned forward. 

“May I?” she asked. Julia nodded, and Ronni dug through the tangle to extract the source of 

her curiosity. Ronni had never seen anything as fantastic as the brooch she held in the palm of 

her hand. Someone had painstakingly crafted the body of a peacock out of silver and a dozen 

emeralds, sapphires, and amethysts. The colors of the stones danced and melted into each other 

with every dip and turn of the brooch and shift in the light. At the center of the body sat a small, 

delicate watch face surrounded in small white diamonds. It didn't tick, but Ronni felt sure that if 

she reached for the fob on the side and gave it a few turns, the gears would start to turn again. 

Realization came as she brushed a finger along one of the sculpted feathers. She was wrong; 

she had seen it before. She snapped her fingers to help drag the information up from the foggy 

bottom of her memory. “The Westfeld heist.” 

“The what?” Julia asked. 

“The Westfeld jewelry heist. We studied it at the academy. Senator Joe Westfeld was a big-

shot Senator here during Prohibition. He liked to publicly rail against the evils of alcohol, but 

rumor had it he spent his off hours frequenting speakeasies and tying one on at the penthouse at 

the Jayhawk Tower with the other city bigwigs.” Ronni looked up from the peacock in her palm. 

It felt so much heavier than its size, and she knew that was just her own excitement. “His wife 

had an infamously over-the-top collection of jewelry that she liked to show off whenever they 

went out. Not that he took her to speakeasies or the Jayhawk. He had a collection of good-time 

girls he took to those places. Anyway, one night while he was out painting the town, someone 

broke into his house and cleaned out his wife's entire collection. Including …” She held up the 

peacock.  

“Oh, my.” Julia clutched a hand over her heart. She didn't look pale or on the verge of 

fainting, so Ronni didn't call out for the nurse, but she did lay a hand on the older woman's 

shoulder.  

“The case was never solved, and the jewels were never found.” Ronni laid the peacock back 

amongst the other jewels and watched the light play over the stones one last time. When she 

looked back up, Julia was studying the ring in her hand, looking at it like she'd never seen it 

before. Likely hasn't, not in this light, she thought. 

“Was anyone hurt?” she asked, without looking up. 

“A neighbor that heard a commotion got a knock on the head, but the Senator was gone, and 

Mrs. Westfeld was visiting family in Lawrence. Nobody was home.” 



Julia nodded. The answer must have reassured some worry of hers, because the deep lines 

around her eyes softened, and she let out a shaky breath. 

Ronni stood and went to the kitchen. She came back with a glass of water and handed it to 

Julia, who took it with a soft smile. “Julia, can I ask you how you ended up with them?” she 

asked as she retook her seat. 

“A few days after … after I found him …” She paused to take a drink from the glass and then 

clasped it tightly in both of her hands. “I went to the rail yard to think. His Model A was there. It 

looked like someone had torn it to pieces - not that you could tell the difference in some respects, 

wreck that it was. Whoever'd done it didn't know Billy so well, though, because they missed a 

compartment he built in to hide a pistol he kept, in case someone decided to get in his business. 

Bootlegging was rough business, you know.” She nodded at the collection of jewelry. “I found 

that all there, just like that. Didn't know quite what else to do with it, so I gathered it up, took it 

back to Mike's, and hid it.” 

“You never thought about turning it in? Or fencing it? That is a lot of hot ice - pardon the 

crime novel parlance - and it could've softened life for you.” 

The notion was dismissed with a brisk shake of Julia's head. “I wouldn't get Billy in that kind 

of trouble. Even dead, I wouldn't turn him in.” She took another drink from her glass, then 

sighed. “So you think Billy was involved in the robbery?” 

“Looks like it. Either directly, or as an accomplice after the fact. It might even be why 

someone decided to kill him.” Her phone took that second to decide to ring. She didn't recognize 

the number, but something told her to answer it anyway. At least it wasn't Charles. “Hello?” 

“Tell me you adore me,” the voice on the other end said. It said “adore” the same way it said 

“lovely” and “jazz,” in that way that made her smile despite herself. 

“Why do I adore you exactly, Pete?” 

“Because have I got a story for you. I've been doing a little research, and I think I found 

Julia's Billy the Bootlegger.” 

Ronni chuckled. “You aren't the only one with a story, but I need a few more details. Could 

you do a little digging for me? Then you could bring that and your story by Lakeview, and we'll 

spring Julia for a bite somewhere and compare grand discoveries?” 

“Think I can manage that. What've you got?” 

Ronni rattled off the topics she wanted researched. She heard the scratch of pen over paper 

and wanted to roll her eyes. Of course. Mr. Throwback would still use a pen and paper. It was 

almost cute.  

“All right,” Pete said. “I'll poke around here, and then I'll swing by to pick you up at three?” 



“You think you can manage all that and get here from Kansas City that fast?” 

A warm laugh rolled down the line. “Of course I can. I'm Super Librarian. My fingers are 

faster than a speeding bullet, and I can leap tall microfiche readers in a single bound. See you in 

a bit.”  

True to his word, Pete pulled up in front of the manor at precisely three o'clock. It had taken 

Ronni almost that long, and a call to next-of-kin Deb, to get Julia checked out for an afternoon 

field trip. Pete met them at the door and went through the mannerly process of guiding Julia into 

the front seat under the watchful eye of three nurses.  

“We're still not entirely sure about this,” one of the nurses kept saying as Ronni watched as 

well. 

“We'll have her back, unharmed, before bed check. Promise.” She adjusted the coat hanging 

over her arm to better hide the green crocodile case. She didn't feel right leaving it there, despite 

the fact, to her knowledge, nobody else knew of its existence. Something, some bit of instinct, 

made her grab it on the way out the door.  

As he shut Julia's door, Pete waved her over. Ronni smiled to the nurses and offered her 

farewells and then met Pete at the passenger-side door. He opened it with a flourish and bowed. 

“Your chariot awaits.” Out of the side of his mouth, mid-bow, he asked, “They going to call the 

cops on us?” 

Ronni decided not to chuckle at the irony. “No, we're good.” 

“Fantastic. No reason to take off at a dead run and show off my 'Smokey and the Bandit' 

skills.”  

It was on the tip of her tongue to ask if he actually possessed the aforementioned skills, but 

Ronni decided to keep that to herself, too. To be on the safe side, though, she fastened her 

seatbelt and made sure it was snug and secure before Pete slid back behind the wheel. 

“All right then. We're going to …” 

“Weller's. Just hit Topeka Boulevard and head north over the bridge.” 

Ronni took the opportunity of the drive to catch Pete up. He took the news that she was an 

undercover cop with less-than-encouraging silence, but she didn't have time to worry much about 

that, not when her attention was split between the conversation and a dark sedan she kept 

spotting out the back window that seemed to make every turn and lane change they did. It stayed 

three cars back at all times, and while Ronni tried to tell herself she was just being paranoid, that 

same feeling that made her grab the case on the way out the door made her suspicious of the dark 

sedan. So suspicious, that when they approached the stale yellow light at Sixth and Topeka she 

leaned across the seat and said, “Run it.” 



“Excuse me? You want me to …” 

“Run the light. Right now.” 

“You're going to get this ticket taken care of for me, right?” he said, but jammed his foot on 

the gas all the same and sent the car careening through the intersection just shy of the traffic 

heading east on Sixth. Ronni looked out the back window and let out a sigh when she saw the 

sedan stuck behind the light.  

“Turn right on Fifth. We're taking a slight detour.”  

Just shy of four o'clock on a weekday, Weller's Bar and Grill was not the bustling, noisy 

sports bar it sometimes resembled on game days or after five on Fridays. The bar was nearly 

empty, and the tables off to the left and back held only scattered parties, clustered around 

appetizers and sweating glasses. Ronni nodded to a server she knew, who held up a bottle of Bud 

Light and pointed to it in question. She shook her head, mouthed “water” and held up three 

fingers. The server rolled her eyes but nodded. Initial order received. 

With Pete at one elbow and Ronni at the other, they got Julia situated up into a chair at the 

high table in the far corner, beneath a flat screen playing Sports Center on mute. The server 

brought over the water and three menus, and while Julia perused the latter, Ronni set the case in 

the empty fourth seat and unearthed the bottom compartment's contents for Pete's examination. 

“Shut the door!” At Ronni's sharp “shush,” he gave a sheepish smile and leaned closer. “Are 

those puppies real?” he asked in a whisper. 

“I'm no gemologist, but I'd hazard a guess they are.” She closed the case and folded her coat 

over it, carefully eyeing the other patrons to make sure none of them were paying their table too 

much attention. “Someone thinks they're real enough to kill over, anyway, if nurse Lydia's 

'accident' is anything to go by.” 

“So we're definitely thinking non-accidental accident, then?” 

Ronni nodded.  

Pete reached for his water with one hand and dug a collection of folded sheets of paper out of 

his pocket with the other. “Okay. Well, if what you had me look up is any indication, it's 

probably not just a case of job-related paranoia.” He gave her a wink that earned him an eyeroll 

and inspired a chuckle from the seemingly otherwise focused Julia. Ronni sighed. Great, she 

thought. I'm outnumbered. “Anyway, I did some research on your jewel heist. You had the basic 

details right. The house was empty, neighbors heard a commotion around midnight, one decided 

to investigate since he knew the occupants weren't home. Apparently, he thought it was likely 

just the senator coming home too soused to get himself to bed, which was a common enough 

occurrence. He found the robbers instead and took a blackjack to the back of the head for his 

trouble.”  



Julia tensed and looked up from the menu. Ronni thought the word “blackjack” had inspired 

the reaction, but couldn't be sure. Julia asked, “He was all right, though? The neighbor?” She 

seemed anxious. 

Pete reached across the table and patted one of the older woman's pale, thin hands. “By all 

accounts, he lived to a ripe old age.” 

Ronni expected her to relax at the reassurance, but she didn't, which just reinforced 

something about her initial suspicion. ”So there were three men on the job?” she asked, turning 

her attention back to Pete. 

“The neighbor swore up and down he saw three men in the house. Other neighbors claimed 

to have spotted a beat-up truck parked in front of the house with its engine idling and a woman 

behind the wheel about the same time.” Pete smoothed out the folds in one of the printouts and 

laid it in the middle of the table. It was an article from The Topeka Daily Capital about the 

robbery. “It was dark, but they gave a basic description of a young woman in her early 20's with 

dark, curly hair.” 

“That could have been Rosie,” Julia said. In the next breath, she smiled and set her menu 

aside. “I think I'd like the loaded baked potato, please.” 

Ronni watched her for a moment before letting her eyes move back to the article. “It says 

here that the witness thought one of the men was 'colored' and another was 'a big stocky mule of 

a thing.' Could this be your Billy and that bouncer, Hal?” That bouncer, Ronni thought, who 

might make proficient use of a blackjack in his day to day activities keeping the peace at a 

speakeasy. Julia looked down at the table like a small child caught telling their parent half of a 

story. 

“It's possible. They were tight, Billy and Hal. Thick as thieves in the days right before I 

found him.” She laughed, though it wasn't the most amused of sounds. “Guess that's an apt 

enough description there. Since they were thieving.” 

The server stopped by to ask for orders. Ronni grabbed the article and folded it in half before 

putting in Julia's request for the baked potato and her own for burger and fries. Pete ordered the 

same, and they sent the girl off before all three leaned over the article once more.  

“What about the third guy?” Ronni asked in a low whisper. “The neighbor didn't see him too 

well, and there's not much about him in the article.” 

“Billy had so many friends,” Julia said with a sad sigh. “It could have been anybody. Or 

somebody I didn't know at all, who got him and Hal both involved in this craziness.” 

The comment made Pete jump in his seat and dig out a second piece of folded paper. He 

unfolded it with care and slid it across the table to Julia. “Mrs. Stanford, is this your Billy?” 



The photo was old and grainy even before it had been photocopied. Age had left cracks in the 

paper and made it curl at the edges. Four men stood in front of a brick facade with the sort of 

free, careless smiles typical to young men assured of their own immortality. Two of the three 

were African-American. A tear on one corner had obliterated part of a sign in the background, 

but most of the letters in “Mike's” still remained. As she stared at the photo, Julia's cloudy eyes 

began to fill with tears. She reached out and tapped a shaking finger just above the tallest of the 

two black men.  

“That's him,” she said with a small, unsteady voice. “That's my Billy.” 

“Billy Thompson, according to the writing on the back of the photo.” Pete smiled. ”We had it 

in the archives. Somebody had donated it to the collection. 

“Can I …?” Julia looked up from the photocopy with a watery smile. Pete nodded. 

“It's all yours. I can even make you a better copy if you want.” 

Ronni wasn't immune to the emotion of the situation, but she was more focused on the other 

men in the photo and whether one of them was the mysterious third man. She was still pondering 

that notion when her phone rang. She recognized Lakeview Manor's number and frowned as she 

answered. 

“I promise, Mrs. Stanford will be back in just a …” 

“There's a situation here that Mrs. Stanford should be aware of,” the crisp voice of the nurse 

said, interrupting Ronni's lament. “Her room has been vandalized.” 
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About Chapter 10 Author Diana Marsh 

Diana Marsh spends her days as an administrative assistant with the State of Kansas, and her 

nights plotting the torment and agony of fictional characters. She has put the latter skill to use as 

a participant of National Novel Writing Month since 2003, an activity that has given her ten 

years of fun and five completed novels. If only that pesky first drafts from 2010 and 2012 would 

end. 

An Interview with Diana Marsh 

Why did you want to participate in the Community Novel Project?  

 

I participated last year and thought it was such a fantastic, creatively energizing experience that I 

didn’t have to even think twice about participating again. There’s just something amazing about 

getting a group of people together, under the auspices of a shared project, a shared world, and 

seeing what they all do with the people that inhabit it. 

 

What do you like about the premise and characters of this year's Community Novel Project 

Speak Easy? What challenges you about them?  

 

I am a tremendous history buff, and an avid researcher (I do it for fun!), so the idea of a story 

with a historical bent that allows me to put my yen for research and history to use?  Is fantastic to 

me.  The challenge, whenever you have characters with a past somewhat staked in the history of 

a specific time or location, is being as true to the real events and time period as possible while 

still maintaining the integrity of the characters and story. 

 

What was your first reaction when you saw the chapter before yours?  

 

Joy, because Marian did such a fantastic job providing structure to the revelations that had come 

in the previous two chapters. 

 

What is your favorite and least favorite addition that you contributed to this novel in your      

chapter?  

 



I had to go with a jewelry heist angle as soon as Julia pulled out the ring Billy gave her.  There 

was a fantastic jewelry heist in New York in the 70s that remains unsolved.  I read about the case 

during a Criminology course at Washburn – the Pierre Hotel Robbery.  I’ve been looking for a 

reason to play around with something like ever since and was just giddy at the chance.  So I love 

the heist angle I brought in.  I am maybe not as giddy about my thwarted car chase attempt, but 

Dennis more than makes up for my fumble there in Chapter 11. 

 

What do you hope happens or doesn't happen in the chapters that come after yours?  

 

I hope there are endless madcap adventures still to come for Ronni, Julia, and Pete, and I hope 

we find out that there is a spectacular, sinister side to Charles that plays directly into all of this.  I 

also hope we find out more about Julia’s sister, Rosie.  There’s more story there, I think! 

 

How did you write your chapter - in a burst of inspiration or carefully outlined?  

 

When I write my own fiction, I am all about outlines and character profiles and pages of notes 

and grids and all manner of organizational tool. With both this chapter and with chapter two of 

last year’s novel, my degree of preparation started with the previous authors’ work, a review of 

the premise, and five notecards.  I made a notecard for each of the principle characters, outlining 

what I knew about their story, their appearance, and their motivations.  I used the last card to 

chart out any loose ends or interesting plot points I wanted to attend to/possibly nudge along.  

With those spread out in front of me, I tapped out “Chapter Ten” on an open Word document 

screen and set to work. 

 

Any memorable stories to share about your writing experience?  

 

I don’t know if it was necessarily memorable, but trying to write while also trying to ward off the 

world’s most inconsiderate and ill-timed head cold did make things interesting! 

 

What have you learned about writing fiction from participating in this project?  

 

Never to have too many preconceived notions about where a story will or should go.  At the first 

meeting, when the story was discussed, the brief was for a slightly different tale than what I think 

we’ve come up with so far.  And that’s okay.  You have to go where the story takes you and be 

willing to leave behind what you wanted it to be in favor of what it’s chosen to become, because 

sometimes what it has chosen is amazing. 

 

What is your writing background? What do you usually write? How was this project different?  

 

I typically write novel-length fiction and have a long-term infatuation with the mystery genre 

that has since bled into an affair with urban fantasy.  This project was a return to my purer 

mystery days, and I was very glad for the change.  Especially since I’m still plodding through 

one modern urban fantasy and an alternate history/steampunk novel that seem to be doing their 

best to drive me insane. 

 



What one expectation did you have for this novel/story/experience/characters that was blown 

straight to hell? 

 

I never expected Ronni to be revealed as anything but a simple, slightly nutty (as all grad 

students are) academic.  That reveal threw all my thoughts on where I would take my chapter out 

the window! 

 

 


